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If the above does not match with your expectations please call Discovering The World 
(714) 522-2202 immediately. 

Enclosed is information on the Open which should take care of you until orientation on 
Sunday, June 26th. A few items of note: 

- We will again be hosting the Galactic Butler Service Championships at ll:OOa.m. check-in 
day. Don't miss it. (The rules are enclosed.) 

- A number of evening special events are being planned, including a putting contest, collector' 
fly market, mini events, flapjack championship, a preview of the upcoming W.F.D.F. Overall Worl• 
Championship in San Francisco, a discussion session on disc golf and the introduction of a new 
film on freestyle. Some interesting evenings ahead. Most will be held at the Ramada Inn. If 
you haven't reserved a room yet call (800) 367-8513 to see if space is still available. 

- En closed you will find a copy of the new W.F.D.F. Rulebook. It is the result of over two 
years of international cooperation through W.F.D.F. committees. Take a few hours and review 
the event rules. A rulebook trivia quiz will be part of orientation. Some important changes: 

D.D.C. - Standardized conventions (complete rewrite) - Endangerment (204.036) -Double 
Touch procedure (204.04B) 

Freestyle - Updated F.P.A. system 

Discathon - Increased size of lie area (503.05) - Specified test procedure (503.08) 

Accuracy - Metric distances (601.03) - Metric target (602.04) - Elimination of angle 
restriction (upside-down flight is now acceptable 603.01) 

S.C.F. - New combination procedure and format (603.05) 

Golf- '88 P.D.G.A. rules 

Also enclosed are entry materials for the W.F.D.F. World Overall Championships which 
will be held in San Francisco. A large international field is expected. Entry is to be 
received by June 15th. 

This year brings a number of what we hope will be significant improvements in the Open. 
Most exciting is the wonderful new field for distance and S.C.F .. Six soccer fields fit! 
We also have a number of reworked golf holes and new concrete tees for #19 through #27. The 
discathon course has been made a bit more challenging, but retains last year's basic route. 
It will be open for practice beginning Friday, June 24th at 3:00p.m .. The 3rd round of 
Open D.D.C. now includes 30 teams providing a great opportunity for the 21st through 30th 
place teams who only played two rounds in the past. 

The schedule has also been fine-tuned in several ways to help things run efficiently. 
We think we're ready, now all we need is you! We hope your training goes well and wish you 
a safe and enjoyable trip to La Mirada. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
























































































